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I. BACKGROUND, FACTS AND STATEMENT OF JURISDICTION
The essential facts giving rise to this termination and subsequent arbitration are in
dispute.
On January 4, 2016, the Grievant, Agent X, an 18-year employee with Southwest
Airlines. was issued the following Results ofFactfinding-Termination letter (JX 2) for what
amounts to willful destruction of Company Property (numerous cases of beverage product-'
Coke, ginger ale, seltzer, Sprite, tonic water, etc.) and removing plastic rings on beverages on
December 22, 2015:
A fact-finding meeting was held on 12/30/15 to discuss you're alleged actions, behavior and attitude
you displayed while working on 12/22/15. Present at this meeting were you, TWU Representative
Agent B, Supervisor Mark Robinson, and myself.

After an investigation into this matter, and after review of the testimony and documents provided at the
fact-finding, we have concluded that you willfully destroyed Company property when you threw away
multiple cases of product on December 22, 2015. Further, you removed the rings off of the product that
you did leave on your truck.
This behavior is unacceptable, and is in violation of the Southwest Airlines Provisioning Basic Principles
of Conduct, including, but not limited to, the following:
4.

Complete coordination with Coworkers and Supervisors is required in order to provide
harmonious working conditions.

12.

Abuse or destruction of Company property. Converting to your own use, including sale of
purchase of any Company property from the premises without proper approval of the Company.

14.

Performing your job in a careless, negligent, or unsatisfactory manner.

25.

Southwest does not want to interfere in the personal affairs of employee. However, conduct on or
off the job which is detrimental to the Company's property or any adverse conduct that reflects on
the Company, whether on or off duty, may be cause for immediate dismissal.

Based on the above and because of your actions, your employment is terminated effective immediately.

A grievance was filed on January 4, 2016 (JX 2), which was denied by Southwest
Airlines. The grievance was denied on January 19, 2016 by Bob Watkins (JX 2). The matter
was moved to System Board of Adjustment, which deadlocked on February 4, 2016 (JX 2). On
February 11, 2016 the grievance was moved to arbitration (JX 2). A hearing was conducted on
April 1, 2016, at the Doubletree Love Field, Dallas, TX. The parties appeared through their
representatives and entered exhibits and testimony. Post-hearing Brief.s were electronically filed
on May 20, 2016, and exchanged through the offices of the Arbitrator. Ms. Karen Shelton, CSR,
made a transcript of the proceedings. The record was closed on May 20, 2016.
II. ISSUE FOR RESOLUTION
The issue for resolution is whether the Grievant, Mr. Agent X, was dismissed for
just cause and, if not, what shall be the remedy?
III. POSITION OF THE COMPANY
The position of the Company, as outlined in its opening statement and post-hearing Brief,
is summarized as follows:
The Grievant - a Provisioning Agent with Southwest Airlines responsible for stocking
and servicing the aircraft galleys - willfully destroyed Company property (numerous cases of
beverage product and plastic rings holding cans of stock) on December 22, 2015, as part of a
deliberate, premeditated plan to exact a measure of payback or revenge against a co-worker,
Agent Y, who just one week earlier had reported the Grievant to Management for not
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wearing his seat belt while driving a provisioning truck. While the Grievant denies destroying
Company property, his denial is not at all credible. In the Company's view, he has given shifting
and implausible explanations for his conduct on December 22, and his various and unbelievable
versions of events (See, Briefat 15-16) are completely at odds with the overwhelmingly credible
and reliable evidence supporting the Company's conclusion that he engaged in the conduct for
which he was discharged, including the credible and critical testimony of co-worker Agent Z, a
completely neutral witness with absolutely no interest in the outcome of this proceeding, and the
compelling videotapes capturing the Grievant's actions. According to the Company, and citing
the account given by Agent Z the Grievant was given the truck "that was three-high [with stock]
with all the rings attached and it was clean." (R. 20).
The Company's investigation of the Grievant's conduct was prompt and thorough, and
based on the evidence obtained and all the relevant facts and circumstances, Management
reasonably determined that the Grievant willfully destroyed Company property, and that
termination was warranted. Southwest Airlines harbored no animus or ill will towards the
Grievant, and did not discriminate against him in any way by imposing the discharge penalty.
By intentionally destroying Company property, the Grievant destroyed the trust that
underpins the employer-employee relationship. The Company should not be held to maintain in
its employ any employee who engages in such conduct. What may have been intended by the
Grievant as a prank or joke against Agent Y was anything but humorous. The Grievant took
things too far, but that was his decision, and he must live with the consequences of his pre
planned, intentionally destructive, and very serious conduct. In the Company's words:
Now, bottom line is he [the Grievant] received a clean truck which was
maximally stocked by Agent Z with all the rings attached. He returns a truck two high
and he's sees on the videotape unloading, clearly, very large bins of product. He can't
reasonably explain why an entire row of beverages, 15 or so cases of product, was
missing from his truck when he returned back to the warehouse. The only reasonable
conclusion, based on all of the credible evidence and the tape is the conclusion that the
Company reached. And that is that the Grievant willfully destroyed Company property.
He had a motive to do what he did. He had the intent and he had the opportunity and he
acted (Company Opening, R. 22).
In summary, for the above reasons Management asserts that just cause is established in
the record. It had in place reasonable work rules, and the Grievant had notice of those rules and
the potential consequences for violating them; it conducted a prompt, full and fair investigation
of the Grievant's conduct, and provided him with due process rights in connection with that
process; and it correctly determined that the Grievant violated Company rules by intentionally
destroying Company property and engaging in other related conduct. Moreover, the record is
devoid of any reasonable or persuasive evidence of disparate treatment, or that the Company
otherwise singled out the Grievant for different treatment or harbored any animus toward him.
There are no mitigating factors in this case that could reasonably support a claim that the
discharge penalty imposed by the Company was unwarranted or inappropriate (Briefat 18). The
Company's disciplinary decision should not be disturbed and the Union's grievance should be
denied in its entirety.
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IV. POSITION OF THE UNION

The position of the Union, as outlined in its opening statement and post-hearing Brief, is
summarized as follows:
Contrary to the Company's version, the Union first asserts that the Grievant's story has
not changed throughout the investigative process (Brief for the Union at 5). He has admitted
that other than the trash under the storage racks, the truck was in clear condition and stacked two
high. According to the Union, the Grievant made these claims at his fact-finding, his System
Board, and at the arbitration (Brie/at 5). The Company's witnesses (Agent Y, Mike Lovett and
Agent Z), in contract, offered conflicting and inconsistent testimony. The Grievant denies
throwing away product unnecessarily. There is no doubt that the Grievant is guilty of
"messing with a co-worker" by taking off the rings on product. However, in the Union's view,
there is no proof, other than circumstantial, that the Grievant maliciously disposed of Company
product and property.
In the Union's eyes the Denver station leadership conducted a faulty investigation.
According to the Union the players' memories would have been more sound in the immediate
aftermath of the events. Instead, Mike Lovett elected to put the investigation on the back burner
by not having the agents involved prepare any sort of written statements until he returned to
work the week following the incident (Brief at 8).
Mike Lovett did not give proper consideration to the weight of the Grievant's record with
the Company (Brie/at 8). Specifically, Lovett should have given the Grievant credit not only for
his years of service, but also what sort of employee the Grievant was during that time, including
his lack of discipline.
Moreover, the Union submits that Mike Lovett, and DEN Provisioning Leadership,
contribute to a retaliatory relationship among the department instead of attempting to defuse
situations that may be brewing (Brief at 9). As a department leader, Mike Lovett has a duty to
not only oversee the operation, but to try to resolve conflicts between his employees as they
arise, so they do not affect the operation. When Lovett became aware of an issue potentially
brewing between Agent X and Agent Y, there is no evidence that he took any additional steps to
resolve the situation. By falling to adequately address the situation, or stay on top of it, Lovett
allowed the animosity to grow between two agents (Brief at 9-10). In the Union's words:
"When Management openly condones, and helps to promote an agenda or atmosphere, they ate
responsible for the way that it rubs off on their membership." (Brief at 10).
Even if the Company were convinced that their suspicions were valid, the level of
discipline should be much lower than that of termination (Brie/at 10). To this end the Union
offers the testimony of Mike Roach regarding his dealings with cases involving allegations of
intentional destruction of Company property. While this is not the focus of the Union's defense,
the cases cited by Mr. Roach must be cited as evidence of egregious conduct by an employee that
did not result in termination (Brie/at 10-11).
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employer's legitimate business needs.
(2) Ability and performance. An employer may discipline an employee for failure
to meet reasonable work standards.
(3) Conduct. An employer may discipline an employee for violations of
stated or generally known and reasonable work rules and expectations.
(4) Business necessity. A termination for business reasons other than the
employee's ability, work performance, or conduct is normally not regarded as discipline.
A layoff for lack of work, for instance, is not disciplinary. In rare cases, however, a
termination that is in fact within the classification of disciplinary and that would not
otherwise be permissible may be justified for business reasons.
(5) Just cause is not synonymous with "fault." An employee may violate work
rules and merit discipline even if the employer cannot prove the employee actually
intended the violation.

One Arbitrator, Joseph S. Cannavo (1997), discussing the just cause standard, had this to
say on the issue:
In matters of discipline, the burden of proof is on the Employer to establish that it
had just cause to issue the discipline. In order to establish just cause, the Employer must
show that there was a rule, regulation, policy or instruction; that the Grievant was given
notice of the rule, regulation, policy or instruction; and that the Grievant did in fact
violate the rule, regulation, policy or instruction. The Employer must also establish that
it conducted an investigation prior to the issuance of the discipline and that the discipline
was issued in an even-handed and consistent manner.
Once the Employer has established a prima facie case, the burden shifts to the
Union. The Union may try to establish that the Grievant was denied certain due process
rights such as notice of the rule, regulation, policy or instruction or notice of the
consequences for violating the rule, regulation, policy or instruction. The Union may
also try to establish that a complete investigation was not conducted prior to the issuance
of the discipline or the Union may try to establish that the discipline was issued in a
disparate manner and that the Grievant was treated in this disparate manner.
Peabody Coal Co. & UMW District 22, Case No. 6-07-88 (Cannavo, 1997) at 16.
What is clear from reading arbitrators' decisions in the area ofjust cause is that any
determination ofjust cause requires two separate considerations: (1) Whether the employee is
guilty of misconduct, 1 and (2) assuming guilt, whether the discipline imposed is a reasonable
penalty under the circumstances of the case. The universal rule in grievance arbitration is that
the Employer must carry the initial burden of proof ofjust cause in a discipline or discharge case.
Once it established a prima facie case, the burden shifts to the Union to show mitigating
circumstances, such as disparate treatment or lack of an investigation.
As stated by SWA-TWU Panel Arbitrator Elizabeth Neumeier in Southwest Airlines & TWU Local 555, Case SWA-R0165/15 (Agent A, Grievant): "In determining whether the Company has met its burden of establishing just cause for
termination, the first question is whether the Grievant actually committed the offense with which he is being charged."
Significant to the Grievant's case, Ms. Neumeier stated that "the threshold for proving intentional damage is a high one." Id. at
12.
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A.

Relevant Testimony

Mike Lovett, Denver Provisional Manager, outlined various rules and regulations that the
Grievant is expected to follow as a provisioning agent (R. 28-29). Lovett testified that the
Grievant was assigned to Truck No. 13 on December 22nd on the AM shift, 4:30 AM to 1:00
PM. Lovett asserted that "minimum stock" requires that the agents tum over their vehicles
containing "two-high" on the cases all the way around with the exception of water and that's ten
cases (R. 39). A minimal stock is about 30 cases on the truck (R. 40). Beverages will come in
with plastic rings for the most part, Lovett stated (R. 40). Once an agent has everything he
needs, he will head out to the flight line to start working the flight (R. 41 ). A flight attendant
will handle the front galley, while two flight attendants service the rear galley (where there will
be more product).
Asked if a truck has the capacity to be over stocked, Lovett testified that each truck can
be stacked three high ("another case can fit on top of that two-high on each shelf")(R. 42). After
an agent works his flight, he takes trash off to the compactor (located on the concourse, near
Charlie 48, C concourse). After an agent "trashed out," he or she will restock their truck- "they
drive back to provisioning, restock their truck for the next shift and tum it over")(R. 43).
Mr. Lovett testified that on December 14th he had a conversation with Provisioning
Agent Agent Y who recounted a conversation with the Grievant where he felt he was being "set
up" by Agent X. Apparently, the Grievant left a watch in the truck, it was found by Agent Y,
who in tum asked Lovell to give it to the Grievant (R. 47). Agent Y also reported that the seatbelt
was fashioned in a clicked position, i.e., clicked behind the driver (R. 47). Lowett followed up
with the Grievant, pointing out that the seatbelt was in a clicked position in a way that Agent Y
had pointed out (R. 48). No paper was generated. Rather, Lovett told the Grievant to just wear
the belt as it was intended (R. 49).
Later Lovett learned that Agent Y was upset about receiving his truck with all the plastic
rings taken off the drink products all the way around the truck (R. 50). Agent Z denied that he
took the plastic off the truck. Agent Z claimed that he left the truck stocked
"three high." (R. 50).
Mr. Lovett testified that he was shown a video that appeared as though the Grievant was
dragging two heavy Rubber Maid 55 gallon cans out to the compactor. "And when he flipped
them- and it looked like he was laboring at it pretty good; when he got out of the compactor, he
tipped it over, and it appeared to be a lot of aluminum falling into that compactor, aluminum
cans." (R. 51; EX 7). Looking at the video, Lovett testified that the Grievant's conduct was
suspicious because he pulled off one trash can from the forward galley, then two pretty full trash
cans that appear to be very heavy. "And when he's dumping them both, you see nothing. You
see nothing. You see- I'm sure there's other trash in there, but you see a lot of aluminum that's
falling into that compactor." (R. 67-68). The Grievant is also observed more than once throwing
away plastic rings (R. 68). "Here he comes a second time, dumping another pretty big handful of
plastic rings." (R. 69). Still later, "he comes out with a third and final handful of plastic rings."
(R. 69); In Lovett's words: "Well, it just makes no sense to do that because it just makes
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somebody's job harder." (R. 70).
Discussing a conversation he had with Mr. Agent Z with respect to how he left the truck
when he turned it over to the Grievant, according to Lovett he said "I left him a well-stocked
truck three-high and it was clean," meaning he had dumped the trash, went to the compactor and
trashed out (R. 79-80). Significantly, Agent Y had refused the truck and, as such, Agent A had
to work using that truck the rest ofthe night (R. 81; EX 9). Lovett testified that during his
investigation he learned that Agent Y was upset that all ofthe rings were taken off his truck, and
that he accordingly refused to work under that condition, "so he grabbed another truck." (R. 83).
With respect to the fact-finding meeting (held on December 30th), Lovett maintained that
the Grievant was asked during the meeting ifhe recalled asking him ifhe knew who was
relieving him on the p.m. shift. "I think his answer was, 'I know now."' (R. 84).
Q. And how did you understand that answer? What did you understand that
answer to mean?
A. Well, I think he said I know now because he found out that it's Agent Y.
Q. And did you ask him ifhe pays attention to who his relief is?
A. I did.
Q. And do you recall his answer?
A. He said, "no."
Q. And do you remember asking him ifhe stocked his truck any differently,
based on who his reliefis for the afternoon.
A. I did.
Q. And what was his response?
A. He said he stocks it the same way every time.
Q. Did you ask him - well, do you remember asking him ifthere was any reason
to have several cases of product missing the six-pack rings? Do you remember asking
him that?
A. I do.
Q. Di you remember what his answer to that was?
A. I believe he said he took the long way around.
Q. Did he mention anything in terms ofthings falling off the shelf?
A. On, I'm sorry. He said he took the long way around and something - some
stuff probably fell off the shelf.
Q. And do you remember Mike asking him ifthere was any reason that he
received a truck three-high and turned it over two-high after working just one flight? Do
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you remember asking him that?
A. I do.
Q. Do you remember what his answer to that was?
A. It wasn't two-high - it wasn't three-high.
Q. Do you remember asking him what he did with the extra stock?
A. Yes.
Q. And what was his answer to that question?
A. He said,"Nothing, It wasn't three-high."
Q. Do you remember Mike asking him ifthere was any reason he should have to
make three trips to trash out after working just one forward galley service?
A. I do.
Q. And do you remember what his answer to that question was?
A. He said- I believe he said,"I don't recall the trash."
Q. Do you remember his saying anything about cardboard?
A. Oh, I'm sorry. Let me back up. I think he said it was just cardboard and trash
and stuff, something along those lines.
Q. Do you remember asking him ifcardboard was heavy?
A. He said,"No, not really."
Q. Do you remember asking him ifthere was any reason he should have handfuls
ofsix-pack rings?
A. I do.
Q. Do you remember what he said to that?
A. I believe he said something along the lines of," I take it off the tonic and
seltzer."
Q. Do you remember him saying anything about it just being garbage?
A. I believe so, yes.
Q. Do you remember asking him ifhe got along with Agent Y?
A. I do.
Q. And do you remember what his answer was to that question?
A. I really don't talk to him that much. (R. 84-88).
At some point during the fact-finding the video was played (R. 88). Questions were
asked after (R. 88). When asked how he [Agent X] could explain the two heavy trash cans that
he dragged across the deck, his response: "I don't remember the trash." (R. 89). "He said it
wasn't
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- he doesn't remember it being that heavy." (R. 89).
Q. Do you recall asking him again how he can explain the heavy trash cans right
after having just worked the one forward galley service?
A. Yeah. I believe he said something along the lines of, "I just don't recall the
trash." (R. 89).
Mr. Lovett asserted that he found the Grievant's answers non-credible "because he said
he only took the rings off the two products, but yet he took them off every product all the way
around that top row. And his story differentiated from Agent Z's story that he gave him a three
high truck. I also was concerned because Agent X had admitted in the fact-finding that he
received that truck from Agent Z with an empty trash can. He went to work that single flight
with a single trash can coming off that did not appear to be too heavy as it skipped along the top
of the deck into the back of the truck, yet you see him dragging the two Rubber-Maids back over
to the compactor, laboring at is, clearly; and then when he went to dump into the compactor, you
see nothing but aluminum cans dropping down into the trash can." (R. 91).
Based on the above, Lovett concluded that the Grievant "willfully destroyed Company
property, along with several other basic principles of conduct." (R. 94). Asked why termination
was assessed, Lovett replied: "Because the act was egregious, malicious, and it's intent to
willfully destroy Company property." (R. 95). The Grievant's years of service made no
difference in the decision to terminate.
Discussing the System Board, Lovett asserted it was held around February 2 or 3rd (R.
96). With respect to the plastic rings and the Grievant's comments, Lovett testified that "I
remember him changing his stance on - from the fact-finding he said that he just took them off
the tonic and seltzer. And then in the System Board he admitted that he took them off all of
them to mess with Agent Y (R. 97). Apparently, this was the first time that he had heard
anything about the Grievant removing plastic rings to mess with Agent Y (R. 97).
During cross examination Lovett acknowledged that in deciding to terminate the
Grievant, the Company considered his time with Southwest Airlines but not any of his
evaluations (R. 100-101). The Grievant did not have any active discipline in his file at the time
of the incident (R. 101). Estimating that the Grievant threw away at least 10 to 12 cases, Mr.
Lovett estimated the amount of financial damage to the Company as $150 (R. 102). Asked about
a motive for the Grievant to destroy Company property, Lovett answered: "We felt that it fell on
the same lines as pulling off the rings, just to mess with Agent Y." (R. 103).
Asked about the video showing the Grievant emptying trash, Lovett pointed out that
flight attendants would not throw out a whole six pack in a trash can (R. 104). He still
maintained that pulling off the plastic rings on a six-pack of soda makes in harder for the next
employee to do his work (R. 105). Lovett also conceded he made no attempt to sit between
Agent Y and Agent X and clear the air between them (R. 111).
Provisional Agent and Company witness Agent Z testified (under subpoena) he knows the
Grievant as a fellow agent (R. 119-120). Agent Z stated that he worked for the
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Grievant on the 22nd (four or five flights) so Agent X could go and renew his airport badge (R.
120). Agent Z asserted that when he got Truck 13 it was below minimum because the Grievant
had been working flights. He sated that after working four or five flights he "trashed out"
between flights (R. 121). After working those four or five flights, he stated he had one
remaining flight to work to complete Agent X' s schedule (R. 121). He asserted he went back to
the warehouse to restock the truck "in the way I do on my daily routine," which is three high,
overstocked (R. 122).
Q. So you went back to the warehouse you stocked the truck three-high?
A. Yes.
Q. When you say "three-high," three-high beverages?
A. Three levels offlats, yes.
Q. You always do that?
A. Myself, yes.
Q. Do you remember doing it on this day?
A. Yes.
Q. Did you clean out the truck?
A. Yes.
Q. Was there any trash left on the truck?
A. No.
Q. And what did you do after restocking the truck and cleaning it out?
A. I went back to the concourse and waited for that last flight. (R. 122-123).
The Grievant then took his truck and Agent Z went back to the warehouse (R. 124).
Agent Z testified that two days Agent Y approached him and asked him ifhe removed
the plastic rings from all the sodas and all ofthe cans on the truck, "and I responded 'no."' (R.
125). Agent Y was told that the truck was left "like I always do daily. I overstock it." (R. 125).
Agent Z also testified that he talked to Lovett the next day and informed him how he left the
truck (R. 126). "I explained [to] him I had overstocked it three-high." (R. 126). Lovett was told
that the truck was clean and that the rings were left on the beverages (R. 126-127).
During cross examination Agent Z continued to maintain that he overstocks the trucks
every day at the beginning ofhis shift, later in the day ifon a double (R. 130). Significantly,
Agent Z testified that he cleaned underneath the shelves ofthe racks when he gave the truck to
the Grievant (R. 132)("Underneath, yes. I usually do every day in my truck.").
Q. Every day you clean underneath?
A. Yes, yes.
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Q. Any chance you didn't with this one?
A. There's no chance. I did.
Q. Are you supposed to overstock a truck?
A. It doesn't say that we don't - that we can't.
Q. Are there problems that can occur if you do overstock the truck?
A. Yes.
Q. What can happen?
A. If you're driving like a maniac, they could fall over.
Q. But only if you're driving like a maniac.
A. Yeah. (R. 132).
Provisional Agent and Company Witness Agent Y (20 years) testified that in mid
December he found a watch on the passenger seat in a truck he received from Agent X (R.
136). Agent Y went to Lovett, the first leader he found. "At that time I asked him maybe
when he's giving the watch back to Agent X, he could ask him why he has the seatbelt
fastened." (R. 137). Apparently, the seatbelt was fastened (R. 138). Lovett was asked to
return the watch (R. 138).
Discussing December 22, Agent Y testified that the 22nd sticks out in his mind
because "the rings were missing on the cans, you know." (R. 139). Agent X was driving the
truck (Truck 13) on the morning shift (R. 140).
Q. And what do you recall about the truck when you went out?
A. The truck was not minimally stocked as far as paper products and trash bags.
Q. So what, if anything, did you do after noticing that?
A. I immediately went and got a supervisor.
Q. Did you see any of the beverage stock at the time you noticed the missing
paper product?
A. I noticed that it was minimum stocked which was two-high.

* * *

I went and got Mark Robinson the morning sup, took him back out, showed him
the paper products, the trash bags, asked him if that was acceptable. At that time I
noticed there weren't any plastic rings on any of the top cases. At that point, I told Mark
Robinson I believe this was directed at me and that I did not want to use that truck for the
day.

* * *
He [Robinson] said that was okay. I could park the truck and take another one (R.
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141).
Pictures were taken on the truck [EX 8] *as Agent Y believed that this was directed at him
There's no other reason why those
("I truly feel this was directed at me personally. * *
rings would be taken off. In my mind." (R. 142). The photos show there are no plastic rings on
any of the six packs (R. 143). Agent A ended up getting the truck (R. 143). Significantly, Agent
Y testified that every time he got truck from Agent Z, it was stocked three
high (R. 145).
During cross examination Agent Y testified that he did not tell Lovett that he thought the
Grievant was trying to set him up (R. 147). He did not know what to think about the seat belt (R.
I47)("Ijust didn't understand why it was fastened.")(R. 148). Aside from the plastic rings,
Agent Y testified that he still had a problem with how the truck was left, specifically he had an
issue with the paper products that were not stocked (R. 148-149). According to Agent Y, it
makes his job easier and quicker if the rings are on the cans ("If you need ten cans of water, try
grabbing 10 individual cans." R. 149).
DEN Provisional Agent Agent A (under subpoena) testified the truck she received on
December 22nd was in poor standing (R. 154). She asserted that she has the photos on her
phone with the date (R. 154). In her words: "There were no rings on any of the top shelf of any
of the product and also there were - I was not originally assigned that truck, the truck I
was originally assigned was in maintenance. * * * So there was a shuffling of trucks around
that day." (R. 155). Asked how the absence of *rings impacted her work that day, she responded

"it made my day very difficult. * *
I ended up working out of my back stock. We have a
shelf on the back of the truck that we can put additional product that we made need throughout
the day. Ijust worked through that so it very much limited where I was working out of, because
it's much more efficient to load a plane with the six-packs versus singles." (R. 156). Agent A
testified that she took photos that day (EX 10) "so that I could show the supervisors that it wasn't
me. I hadn't done it. This is the way I received the truck and also, I guess, yeahjust for proof of
my frustrations for that day." (R. 156).

During cross examination Agent A stated she was upset that another agent would
attempt to set someone else to fail (R. 158-159). In her words: "I told him, I said, 'this is - this
unacceptable,
but I'm going to run with what I need to run because the most important is the
*
operation and to get these passengers out on time because it's not their fault. They don't deserve
They don't deserve to have - to be delayed because of something in the back room,
to -- * *
that they have no control over." (R. 159). She testified that she requested (to Steve Humphrey)
that the same person who had the truck that morning who had done this receive the truck the next
day (R. 159). Agent A asserted that she was put "in a poor situation, but I made the best of it. I
took no delays that day. I hustled my butt off so that no one else was affected by this, and I
thought it was - I thought it was the right thing to do to allow that person to have the same
experience that I had." (R. 160).
With respect to paper products, Agent A did not remember if they were
completely stocked (R. 162).
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Agent X, the Grievant, testified he has been with Southwest Airlines 18 years (R. 164).
He testified he was assigned Truck 13, Team 7 on December 22nd (R. 165). Agent X testified
that around 7:30 he gave his truck to Agent Z because he had to renew his SIDA badge (R.
166). During that time, an hour or hour and one-half, Agent Z worked the flights, five
according to the Grievant (R. 166-167). Asked how he left the truck for Agent Z, he
responded: "I thought it was fine. There was probably two cans full of trash on the two
inbounds." (R. 166).
Q. And how did Agent Z leave the truck for you?
A. It was fine. He had dumped the trash.
Q. Did he appear to have stocked any additional product?
A. The shelves were minimum. There wasn't anything really missing.
Q. Was it three-high?
A. No.
Q. All right. So after you worked your last flight what did you do?
A. I went- after I worked the Portland, I went and dumped the trash.
Q. Is that your normal routine?
A. Yes.
Q. To do that at the end of your shift?
A. Yes. (R. 166-167).
Significantly, in confirming that Agent Z left him a clean truck, the Grievant
acknowledged that there was nothing in the trash cans (R. 167). He conceded that all he
had in terms of trash was off the one flight he had worked (R. 168). Asked what he threw
in the trash, he responded: "The bag of trash that was in the galley trash can. * * * Just
any loose sodas, drinks, six-pack rings, anything that was on the floor around it." (R. 169).
Q. So after you took that first load out, you went back into the truck. What were
you doing while you were in there?
A. Straightening up the truck. You can see on some of these pictures there's
loose sodas, put them on the rack in front. Just cleaning up the truck for the next guy. 2
Q. And what about anything- anything else done on the ground?
A. Yeah. There's stuff that had fallen off throughout the days that is underneath
the shelves" toilet paper, cans.
Q. Was there
A. Cardboard.
2
The Grievant would have the parties believe that he cleaned up the truck for the next guy, the same guy he admits to
"messing with" by removing the plastic rings because he was "ticked" about the seatbelt issue (R. 171 ).
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Q. Was there a number of cans that were down there?
A. Yeah, there was a bunch.
Q. And how does that happen?
A. Just from - either from driving, they fall off shelves, sometimes you can't you go to grab some and they fall out of your hands, they roll under.
Q. Now at the end of that second video, you did step out, what were you
throwing away at the end of the second video?
A. Oh, the six-pack rings.
Q. Okay. Why weren't those in the cans? Why didn't you just throw them in the
cans when you went to dump them?
A. It was a last second thought. I'd already put the cans away.
Q. Kind of impulse?
A. Yeah.
Q. Are you sorry for disposing of those rings?
A. Yeah, absolutely.
Q. Did you throw away any product unnecessarily?
A. No.
Q. Why'd you throw the rings away?
A. Basically to mess with Agent Y.
Q. And why did you want to mess with Agent Y?
A. I was ticked about the seatbelt issue. (R. 170-171).

During cross examination by Mr. Gross the Grievant claimed that Agent Z's testimony
that the truck was clean and stacked three-high was not true (R. 173).
The Grievant acknowledged that he only worked one flight after Agent Z took over for
him while he renewed his SIDA badge (R. 174).
Discussing the video, the Grievant maintained that any product he dumped was stuff that
was on the floor (R. 177). In an exchange with Counsel for Management, the Grievant testified:
Q. And you're saying that those were just the cans that were on the floor?
A. Yes, stuff falls on the floor throughout the day.
Q. So two canfuls of- or two binfuls of cans, you had to make two trips with the

55 gallon drums, right?

A. Yes.
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Q. And you could see that they were noticeably full and beverage cans came out,
right, so where did they come from?
A. The first one was from the stuff that was right around that - that can is located
in the front of the truck.
Q. Right.
A. - by the ice bin. There's cans that fall down by the ice bin. There's cans that
fall down by the ice bin. There's cans that fall down behind the trash can.
Q. So they would have fallen off your two-high?
A. Yes.
Q. But you returned the truck to the warehouse two-high, minimally stocked?
A. When I got back to the warehouse I put stock back on. (R. 177-178).
The Grievant acknowledged that at his fact-finding he admitted that he removed plastic
rings to mess with Agent Y, but did not explicitly say "to mess with Agent Y." (R. 180). "Ijust
said, 'I removed the rings."' (R. 180). Asked why he later admitted that he removed the rings to
mess with Agent Y, the Grievant responded: "Because I was asked why I removed the rings."
He conceded that he did not say that during the fact-finding (R. 180). The Grievant claimed that
when he took the truck to the compactor, he was cleaning it out, having to reach under the
shelves using a PVC pipe to poke out cans ("I would just say a bunch. I don't know the exact
number") that may have fallen under (R. 181-182). In an exchange with Company Counsel, the
Grievant stuck to his story:
Q. How many times have you - how many times have you worked just one front
galley services, pulled off a front galley trash bin and that's all you did on your shift and
you emptied out a truck, two loads full of 55-gallon trash bins? Does that happen very
frequently to you in your experience?
A. I don't recall.
Q. You don't recall, okay.
And you also said during the fact-finding you didn't admit at that time that you
were messing with Agent Y, but now you say you did. Also, during the fact-finding,
you said you removed rings from what, seltzer and tonic?
A. I was asked if I normally remove rings and I said, "Yes, I remove them from
the seltzer and the tonic."
Q. That's what you normally do?
A. Yes.
Q. And you saw photographs of the stock that you left for Agent Y, right?A.
Yes.
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Q. Rings had been removed from all sorts ofproduct, right?
A. Yes. (R. 183).

* * *
Q. And during the fact-finding you were asked questions about why you were
throwing out handfuls ofsix-pack rings and you said it was just garbage, right?
A. Yeah. Once they are off the cans.
right?

Q. And you said nothing about removing those rings to mess with Agent Y,
A. No. They're just garbage when they come off. (R. 184).

Union Witness Agent B testified he attended the Grievant's fact-finding (R. 194).
Thornburgh stated he heard ofothers joking around with co-workers by removing rings (R.
195). "The guy never even got spoken to." (R. 195). Mr. Agent B produced photos of
product underneath shelves ofone truck (UX 2). The essence ofAgent B's testimony is that he
rarely cleans under his trucks (R. 201).
205).

Agent B denied that Agent Y ever came to him and complained about the Grievant (R.

DFW Provisioning Agent Agent C testified that when product falls off the shelfwhich
can be caused by anything, turning a comer fast, having a ramp agent pull out in front of you
having to hit the brakes - they have to be picked up, "otherwise they'll roll out the back of thr
truck and cause a problem out on the ramp." (R. 208). Asked what he does with spliied product,
Agent C answered: "I throw them away. I mean, we pull trash out and have setting in the floor
ofthe trucks on occasion; and the floors are pretty nasty, generally. So I know I wouldn't want
if- you know, ifl was a customer, I wouldn't want anything that had been rolling around on the
floor ofthe truck." (R. 208-209).
According to Agent C, ifthe Grievant were moving around 15 cases ofproduct, it would
amount to 300 lbs (at 20 lbs a case)(R. 213).
Union Witness and District Representative Robert (Wolfie) Bettinger testified that as a
Union representative he was familiar with cases involving destruction of property (R. 215).
Included in the discussion were cases involving a radio thrown through a window (R. 216)(final
letter ofwarning assessed; UX 4); ripping a door off a locker (R. 217)(final letter ofwarning
assessed; UX 4); ripping a ringing phone off the wall (R. 217)(letter ofwarning assessed); and
"destroying stuff' by slamming door with such force to cause damage to door handle and locking
mechanism (R. 218)(final letter ofwarning assessed; UX 4). Other cases involved demolishing a
locker (R. 2 l 9)(waming letter assessed; UX 5); defecating in a truck (R. 220; UX 6)(employee
returned to work by Arbitrator Gill Vernon); throwing a headset on the ground destroying it (R.
221 )(brought back to work after being terminated; UX 7); and destroying an ice machine (R.
222)(employee given a letter ofwarning; UX 8).
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B.

Decision and Analysis

In discussing the charge of deliberate destruction of property, Counsel for the Company
argued: "The Company made an estimate of the amount of product that the Grievant willfully
disposed of, and we've got the v ideotape. And that, among other ev idence, is the evidence it
relied on to make its determination." (R. 211).
I have viewed the video both at the hearing and numerous times at my office (EX 7).
With respect to the two trips the Grievant made with the large trash cans to the compactor, the
video is inconclusive. While the first trip indicates (perhaps) a half to 2/3rds full can
(approximately 12:28 on the video counter), the second trip (approximately 12:29 and counting)
is "in the air" with respect to contents and amount (My estimate: It took the Grievant less than
two seconds to empty container #2, and he was "skipping" the can, indicating it was very
"light"). Absent successive "blown-up stills" showing what the Company says the video shows,
any conclusion regarding what's in the cans and the amount of what is in the cans (and even how
heavy the cans were) is really a coin flip. While it appears the first can is heaver than the second,
and that there is more in Can #1 than #2 (maybe more aluminum in #1), that's all that is
ascertainable from the video.
Then there is this: While Agent Z testified at the hearing that he left the Grievant with a
clean, three-high truck, Mr. Agent B's account calls into question Agent Z's recollection and
testimony. Significantly, Mr. Agent B discussed a conversation that he had with Messrs. Lovett
and Agent Z right after the fact-finding:
day?

Q. And what did Agent Z say about that- about the way he stocked the truck that

A. Agent Z said when he took over the truck he had stocked it three liigh
and worked the - I can't remember how many. I believe it was five or six flights. I
can't remember how many.
But he said the truck was stocked three-high with the exception of the
product that he had used on the flights that he worked.
Q. So did he make any claim that he added anymore to it after that?
A. No. He explicitly said, "I stocked it three high and worked the flights."
So you know by the time the truck was turned over, everything was not three
high (R. 206).
Mr.Agent B's testimony is significant. If, as he alleged, Agent Z stocked the truck
three-high and thereafter serviced five airplanes, the three-high claim is discredited. More
likely, if Agent B's assertions are true with respect to what Agent Z told him and Mr.
Lovett, the Grievant's testimony that the truck came to him two high must be true. 3 And,
if so, the Grievant's claim that he did not destroy good product is similarly believable. At
the very least it cast doubt on the Company's case regarding the Grievant's deliberate
destruction of Company product to get back at Agent Y.
3

This would be consistent with his nonnal practice of stocking his truck, then servicing aircraft. Agent Z testified
he would not re-stock the truck if he were working a single. Only in the case of a double would he restock (R. 130-131).
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Noteworthy is this: Mr. Lovett was called as a rebuttal witness and did not deny the
conversation that Agent B maintains took place in his [Lovett's] presence and, more importantly,
what was said between the actors. Although I have no reason to believe that Agent Z has any
motive to fabricate a story, there is certainly evidence in this record to call into question his
recollection of when he filled the truck and, more importantly, how he left it for the Grievant.
And while I have problems with some of what the Grievant asserts, Agent X may in fact be right
when he testified that the truck was not stacked three-high when he received it from Mr. Agent
Z.
With respect to the second charge (outlined in the termination notice)-that he removed
the rings off of the product that he left on his truck (JX 2)-the Company's case is sustained.
Indeed, Grievant admits that he removed the rings to "mess with Agent Y."
I understand that the Grievant believed it was just a prank to get back at Agent Y for his
seatbelt disclosure. The Grievant's so-called "prank" had ramifications past Agent Y. Another
co-worker, Agent A, was empathic that the Grievant's conduct made her job much harder, that
the end result of the Grievant's prank would eventually affect the passengers because it would
take her longer to do her job. Clearly, Agent X's "prank"-removing and destroying the plastic
rings on beverage product-constituted an intentional violation of all four rules cited by the
Company in the termination notice, specifically Rules 4, 12, 14 and 25.
What results is this: The Company has fallen short in proving that the Grievant
deliberately destroyed Company product/beverages in cans in tossing good, usable product into a
compactor. The ambiguity in the video and, more importantly, the differing accounts attributed
to Mr. Agent Z leave doubt on how the truck was turned over to the Grievant which, in the end,
works in his favor on the destruction charge. As noted, Arbitrator Elizabeth Neumeier has held
that "the threshold for proving intentional damage is a high one." The Company has fallen short
in this effort. It may be a good bet that the Grievant did exactly what the Company alleges, but a
discharge case is not a coin flip. Again, (1) the ambiguity in the video, and (2) the conflict in
Agent Z's account of when he stacked the truck and in what shape it was when turned over to the
Grievant, tips the balance in the Grievant's favor on the destruction of product charge.
Southwest Airlines' charge that the Grievant violated Rules 4, 12, 14, and 25 with respect
to the removal and destruction of plastic beverage rings (JX 2) is sustained. Clear and simple
Management should not have to tolerate conduct that handicaps employees such as Agent Y and
Agent A, and potentially passengers and the on-time performance of an airline. All kinds of
variables will affect whether Southwest Airlines' flights are on time. The Grievant's conduct
that "messed with" co-workers is out of bounds and, in my world, amounts to more than mere
horseplay. 4 It was done on the Company's time, bringing into play loafing and dereliction of
4

Here's why the removal and destruction of the plastic beverage rings is significant.
Mr. Lovett claimed that the Grievant's answers at fact-finding were non-credible because he said he only took the rings
off the two products, but yet he took them off every product all the way around the top row." (R. 9 I). In significant part
Management's case is based on the Grievant wanting to get back at Age nt Y. Hence, the Grievant did not want to leave a full
truck for Agent Y, in the Company's e ye s. Once Management sees Grievant on a video tossing plastic rings in a compactor, it is
not unreasonable for Management to take the next step and conclude that Giievant's plan included the destruction of product that
would also "mess with" Age nt Y. After all, it helps Agent Y to be left with a three-high truck. Absent any conduct by the
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responsibilities that an employee owes to his employer. No airline should have to tolerate
conduct that affects the work product of co-workers and the airline's goal of on-time
performance. Agent A's characterization of the Grievant's conduct is not off base: "I was upset
that another agent would do this. I knew it wasn't directed toward me because I knew that
I didn't - I wasn't assigned that truck so I did not feel that it was directed towards me. * * *
But it did disappoint me that another agent would possibly set someone up to fail." (R. 158159).
Without discussion, I find no contractual or due process infirmity in the Company's
investigation in this matter. Also, there is insufficient evidence to conclude that Management
was somehow blameworthy in fostering any "agenda" or "atmosphere" that would otherwise
cause ill-will between the Grievant and Agent Y. 5
Given the evidence record in this case, the following award is entered:

Grievant in removing all the plastic on the top row ofproduct, and tossing them in the compactor, perhaps Management does not
move for termination on the product destruction charge, given the ambiguity in the video with respect to how much was in the
large trash cans (even though Lovett believed that the Grievant took too much trash to the compactor given he only serviced one
flight). When the Grievant elected to mess with Agent Y, and eventually Agent A, he "served up a ball" to the Company that it
was compelled to return. Grievant is arguably the cause ofhis own problems regarding the entire incident. Once Management
views the removal and destruction of plastic rings, the Grievant's motive falls into place and fits the Company's destruction
theory, not only ofrings, but good beverage product. Agent X is fortunate that the video is really ambiguous with respect to
what he was throwing into the compactor and how much, and that there was conflicting accounts by Agent Z as to how much
was in the truck when he returned it.
5
Recall, when Mr. Lovett was asked ifhe remembered asking the Grievant at the fact-finding ifhe got along with
Agent Y, the Grievant responded: "I really don't talk to him that much." (R. 88). I cannot charge Lovett with any dereliction
of duty regarding intervening with respect to any Agent X- Agent Y dispute. Indeed, Agent X himselftestified that his
messing with Agent Y was an impulse thing (R. 171 ). There is simply no basis to lay any ofthe blame for what transpired on
December 22nd on Mr. Lovett.
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VI.AWARD

The Company has fallen short in proving that the Grievant deliberately destroyed
Company product in tossing good, usable product into a compactor. The ambiguity of what is
shown in the video and, more importantly, the differing accounts attributed to Agent Z leave
doubt on how the truck was turned over to the Grievant which, in the end, works in his favor on
the destruction charge.
Southwest Airlines' charge that the Grievant violated Rules 4, 12, 14, and 25 with respect
to destruction of plastic beverage rings is sustained. Management should not have to tolerate
intentional conduct that handicaps employees such as Agent Y and Agent A, and potentially
passengers which, in the end, has the potential to affect the on-time performance of an airline.
The Grievant's termination is converted to a final letter of warning. He is to be returned
to his former position, with seniority intact, but without backpay.
Fees and expenses are to be shared by the parties.
Dated this 16th day of June, 2016
at DeKalb, IL, 60115.

Marvin Hill
Arbitrator
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